when: 7 december, 2018
where: centre for east and south-east asian studies, asia library, solvegatan 18 b
for more information please see our website: www.ace.lu.se

09.15-09.30 welcome and introduction
astrid norén-nilsson, lund university

09.30-10.30 wagging the dog: cambodia’s frustrating relationship with china
andrew mertha, johns hopkins university sais

10.30-10.45 coffee break

10.45-11.45 china’s “no-strings attached”: aiding the status quo in cambodia
kheang un, northern illinois university

11.45-13.00 lunch break

13.00-14.00 expecting normative change in southeast asia, driven by the rise of china: a set of hypotheses exemplified and discussed with a focus on the ‘new malaysia’
elsa lafaye de micheaux, université de rennes & centre asie du sud-est, paris

14.00-15.00 rent capitalism and shifting plantations in the mekong borderlands: a challenge of chinese economic influence in southeast asia
yos santasombat, chiang mai university

15.00-15.30 coffee break

15.30-16.30 the myanmar corridor
bertil lintner, journalist and author

16.30-17.00 wrap-up panel discussion